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the word remains an $-l)ase3 and there Is an end of the matter.
But If ay Is inserted, a word such as ghotakah becomesghodayo,
from which the transition to *guriit, guru Is easy. Then3
again, the fact of the analogy of feminine Xrfl-bases must -be
taken into account. Practically all these end in -ika-t and in
Kashmir! must be treated as 2-bases. Finally, we know that
in dialectic Prakrit -ika- was sometimes substituted for -oka-
(Pisekel, § 598), I believe that all these three causes con-
tributed to the change of tf-bases to a-bases in Kashmiri.
We have seen that in. modern Kashmiri the sg. abl. of an
/-base in this declension ends in -i, as In hasti. Lai la
occasionally makes it end in -#, and this is quite in accordance
with the Prakrit form. Thus, from duru9 far, she has clure (36),
for modern diiri; and from mtiru, a hut, she has ma-re (K. Pr.
57), for mod. wari. The latter word occurs at the end
of a line, and the termination may be due to metrical
exigencies.
The pi. nom. ends In *5 as in hast1. Lalla on three occasions
lengthens this *, when at the end of a line., to ri or e> viz. In
Jiaucll, rams (77); nail, cowry-shells (81) ; and sa-me^ alike (16).
She makes the plural ablative end in -iv in jxiiriv, from
fm/-u3 a foot (38). This, however. Is little more than a matter
of spelling.
The third, or feminine ^-declension appears in the follow-
ing form in the modern language. The word taken as an
example is giir™ a mare.
Singul ar.	Plural.
Nom.	guru.	gure (for gurya).
Bat.	(/life (for gu-rgtt).	gurlti. (for guryaii).
Instr.-Abl. gun.	gurev (for guryau).
The corresponding Prakrit forms would be :—
Singular.	Plural.
Nom.	ghodid.	gliodia.
Gen.	ghodiae, gJiodidi.	ghodiana,
Abl.	gJiMlde^ Ap. gkudiahe.   ghodldu^ Ap. gliodiaJiu.
As £ and i are interchangeable in Ivashmiii, the difFerence
between the singular dative and ablative is only one of

